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On Thanksgiving, 1968
Thursday marks a day of rest and respite for the United
States as families all over the nation will collectively
celebrate the 248th day of thanks - Thanksgiving, 1968.
Amid the furor of today's politics, the mushroom of the
nuclear bomb, the war in our cities -- people often forget
to give thanks for the simple things of life.
So, we of the News staff would like to take a minute to
forget the problems, to close our eyes and just say "thanks"

to "Whomever it may concern."
Thanks, for the opportunity to learn.
Thanks, for the capacity to see the sunshine and love the
world.
Thanks, for letting us believe that man will someday come
to really like living in this world.
And, by the way, thanks for letting us hope that on some
other
Thanksgiving, people will look into the clouds and
say, "Thanks, for letting peace come."

De Gaulle hopeful in franc crisis
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Advisor/ Board
opens channels
The Student Academic Affairs Board which was formed by Student Council In September, 1967 to study the effect that students
could have on Improving their academic life, now has about 80 recognized members.
This board planned and put into limited experimental operation
the Student Departmental Advisory Boards In October, 1967. For the
first tlini! since this board has been established, Student Departmental
Advisory Boards have been formed in all academic departments.
"Our primary objective Is to keep feedback channels open to the
students of the University," stated Phil Campbell, chairman of the
Student Academic Affairs Board.
Students wishing to apply for a position on a departmental board
must get a petition from 405 Student Services Bldg. and get the signatures of majors or minors In the department in which he Is applying
for a position. He must also have a personal file petition giving information about himself.
No deadline has been set for the returning of the petitions and all
those applying will be able to work In some capacity since there are
positions still unfilled.
When the petitions are returned
they will be referred to the chairman of the department, then to the
department's college dean and finally to the dean of the student's
college.
The student will then meet with
the chairman they have been reThe University Library will 1
ferred to and then they will be
be open during most of the i
placed by the chairman in an area
Thanksgiving recess.
where the student's Interest is.
Their hope is to get the fullest
The schedule will be:
potential from the students on each
Nov. 26 - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. i
board.
27 - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. |
Nov.
A student's first responsibility
Nov. 28 - CLOSED
once assigned is to the departNov. 29 - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. |
mental board, but they work elseNov. 30 - CLOSED
where in the University.
Dec. 1
- 6 to 10 p.m. :
Any problems encountered by
Dec. 2 - Resume regular
the students which thev are unable
winter hours
to handle may be taken by them
to the Student Academic Advisory
mmmmmimmm
Board or Student Council.

Break hours
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$4,200 piano goes
to Music School
The gift of a Stelnway grand
piano valued
at $4,200 owned
by the late Dr. Harold TlnnappeL,
Bowling Green State University
mathematics professor for 19
years, who died last March, was
given in his memory to the University's School of Music last
week. Making the git was Dr.
Tinnappel's sisters, Mrs. Donald Fisher (left) and Mrs. Donald Dodson, and his nephew, Stephen Dodson (right). Dr. James
P. Kennedy (seated at piano) accepted the gift on behalf of the
department.

BECKONING -The steeple of Prout Chapel cuts autumn air
as BG students leave campus to give thanks in their own
home towns. (Photo by Glenn Daniels)

Nixon creates new position
NEW YORK — President-elect
Richard M. Nixon tagged his longtime press secretary, Herbert G.
Klein, yesterday for a newly created top assignment—riding herd
on all federal press agents.
Klein, a California newspaper
editor, thus will become a superDress scent or. to use his formal
title "director of communications
for the executive branch."
Before the election, many observers had expected Klein, a
Nixon friend since 1946, to serve
as White House press secreatry
In any Nixon administration. However, the president-elect decided
to abolish that familiar title and Is
trying to devise what was described
by aides as anew "communications
structure."
Klein, who will rank with the top
level of Nixon personal aides, said
he will coordinate public information activities throughout the federal government—except for the

White House.
Declaring that his aim Is to
channel more, not less, Information to press and public, Klein
predicted that "truth will become
the hallmark of the Nixon administration."
Exactly how he will function as
trail boss for the hundreds of
press agents throughout government wasn't Immediately clear.
But one thing seemed certain;
Klein's involvement in White House
affairs will be limited. He won't
even have a White House office,
but Instead will work out of the
neighboring
Executive Office
Building.
Nixon had earlier named another, younger man to be his chief
White House spokesman—Ron
Zierler, 29, formerly a Los Angeles advertising account executive.
While Klein and Zlegler both
said they will coordinate their
separate activities closely, they
were emphatic In describing Klein
as chief spokesman for the executive branch, but not for the White
House.
There had been reports Klein
wasn't altogether happy with Nixon's initial plans for him in the
Republican administration that will
take office January 20. He was said
to have been consideratlng lucrative job offers from private sources.
If any disagreements remained,
they were carefully hidden as he
and Zlegler Jointly met with reporters to announce the new Klein
assignment.
The two men said the chief
objective would be to dispense all
possible Information except that
which would endanger national security. Klein said he and Nixon
want to "eliminate every possibility of a credibility gap in this
administration."

PARIS (AP) - President Charles
de Gaulle received hopeful reports
from money markets yesterday on
his decision to keep the franc Intact and backed up his gamble by
sending France's toughest shock
police to block any outward flow
of currency.
While stocks and the franc were
moving up on the reopened Paris
exchanges, and the franc firmed in
Zurich, De Gaulle ordered squads
of the blackcapped Companle Republlcaine de Securlte, France's
elite police, to the nation's borders.
They will help enforce a series of
severe new exchange regulations.
Buffeted for two weeks in a storm
of speculation, the franc reached its
highest level since the May-June
crisis. There was some upward
movement on other money markets
in Europe. This seemed to French
officials to reflect confidence in
de Gaulle's program for escaping
devaluation by "taking hold of ourselves" at home.
Reaction from foreign capitals,
however, was still cautious with
some bankers sun maintaining restrictions on trading their francs.
No one was willing to say that the
crisis was near an end.
No good reading emerged on
an important barometer: the return of French cash to France.
Most financial observers feel the
franc cannot be considered sound
until a pattern develops over a
period of months showing that the
francs have returned home.
There was a rush In Frankfurt
to buy U.S. dollars In exchange
for marks, now that the West German government has made clear It
will not revalue the mark upward.
In Zurich, home of hard-headed Swiss bankers, the franc and
the dollar both closed higher.
There was brisk trading In gold
both in Paris and Zurich.
The sales suggested some lingering lack of confidence in the
franc. Turnover in Zurich was
eight tons, well above the sixton average.
Despite the upturn In the franc,
there was some nervousness in
Germany as to France's monetary
measures. Said one dealer; "The
money market is in a very high
state of instability. It's nervous.
We don't know what will happen
tomorrow."
Dealers In Germany reported
few transactions in francs.
The French Cabinet called a
special session for Tuesday to
approve a series of economic and
financial measures, including a cut
In government spending, tougher tax
collection and incentives for exports.

Ella Fitzgerald
concert receives
standing ovation
Ella Fitzgerald proved that you
don't have to be young to appeal
to the college crowd as the audience, 1500 strong, gave her a
standing ovation Sunday night In
the Grand Ballroom of the Union.
Miss Fitzgerald, microphone In
one hand and her scarf waving in
the other, did numbers from her
many albums, Including "Just One
of Those Things", "Life is a
Cabaret", and "Mack the Knife."
Sne also sang both sides of her
lates recording "A Place for LoveBirds" and "What Lonely Is."
The record has not yet been released.
Miss Fitzgerald appearing as
the second part of the Celebrlrv
Series, was on tight schedule.
She arrived at 7 p.m. and had to
leave immediately after the concert.
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Interest encouraging
If
last week's events were any indication, it looks as if students here are finally taking an interest in the University environment and the issues that face the country at large.
Thursday night, The Student Council meeting was jam-packed
with people interested in the AWS controversy. There were so
many people that the meeting had to be moved from 112 Life
Sciences Building to the McDonald Hast cafeteria, where there
is more seating capacity.
We wish that there was this type of interest shown at every
council meeting. Perhaps this is an indication that when Student
Council finally docs get around to discussing issues vital to the
interests of every student, apathy disappears and the students
show that they care.
Council should make an effort to keep those students interested
who did attend the meeting by continuing to discuss important
issues and by urging constituents to go to meetings and protect
their interests as they did Thursday night.
The other encouraging event of last week was the I'Viday night
appearance of Julian Bond, Georgia state legislator. About 1800
people went to hear him speak on a night usuully reserved for going to hockey games anil drinking downtown.
The uudiencc was very attentive and asked relevant questions,
showing that students here can get worked up over the issues
confronting the nation and the world.
The type of interest shown at both of these events must be
maintained and nurtured in order to increase the educationa' "pportunities at the University.
All that's needed is a student body willing to take some time
and effort to have interesting programs and provocative speakers.
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letters to the editor

The first thing that seemed to be only be thankful that one among us
misunderstood was whom I was has the vision to spot those who
criticizing. The "they" I was re- would undermine our way of life
I am not writing this letter In ferring to was Just the people and the courage so speak out against
answer to the arltlcle, "Are mer- that write articles on anti-sem- them.
Witness Doughty's Indictment of
chants cheating?" appearing In ltlsm and not the Jews.
the Friday, November 15th Issue of
Secondly, I don't see how any- such Marxist ideas and organithe BG News. This is being writ- one (excluding relatives of Jews zations as CORE, civil rights legisten out of gratitude to one of who were murdered) can feel REAL lation, and the Council of Foreign Relations.
the local merchants here in Bow- grief about the extermination of
I look forward eagerly to furling Green. I have no Idea wheth- the Jews. Certainly, almost everyer the prices charged by the local one feels a certain amount of sad- ther exposes by Mr. Doughty of
merchants are generally higher ness, but this is more of a pass- such known leftist groups as the SDS,
the AFL - CK), the Democratic
than the larger downtown mer- ive than active nature.
chants
or not, but personally
With this in mind, use of the Party, the BGSU student body, the
speaking I have not noticed any dif- stories of the Nazis' persecution DAR, and the Lennon Sisters.
Anyway, whether your readers
ference in prices from those of the Jews appears to be more
charged In my home Rochester, of an attention-getter and, more think that i.yle Greenfield's colNew York.
often than not, Is not really ap- umns are funny or not, I don't
at the petition. She showed it to
plicable to the main body of such see how they can help but get
'mere Is something quite un
me and, sure enough, there was re- familiar to me found In the Bowan article.
In this sense, the a few good belly laughs from "On
name — forged.
extermination of the Jews has the Right."
ling Green local stores.
The
Tony Davlson
I was so angry I just scratched merchants and their hired help become overworked and Indeed,
315 Anderson
It out and walked away, figuring are Invariably willing to take the almost trite.
One misunderstanding I think
time to assist the customer. I am
that since I didn't have anything
is not my fault. I have always
nice to say I wouldn't say it. speaking generally when I say this,
but I would like to mention some thought that events in history,
as such, are to be learned from.
If Student Council wants to see specific examples.
The trial of Ralph Canady, formBeing a freshman, I did not Evidently, some people are of
AWS abolished, I suggest they go
the opinion that history Is there er Bowling Green student and trlabout it legally. If they can't get know where to shop, but I have
enough people to sign, then I suggest found that Dorsey's Drugs Is a Just so one can memorize facts captaln of the 1965 track team,
place where customers are truly and go out and win a couple of for first degree murder began on
forging isn't the answer.
Tuesday, Nov. 19.
welcomed. On several occasslons hundred dollars on a quiz show.
Jane Rice
Ralph and his family are In ImAs for the last statement that
306 Krelscher B I have gone Into Dorseys to purmediate need of financial assistance
chase some cosmetics. The girl Miss Newell and Miss Doerlng
for the payment of lawyers* fees.
working there took fifteen to twen- made, my philosophy is, "All the
Mr. Canady's family has asked for
ty minutes showing me the various world's a stage" but I write my
depositions from members of the
brand names. She created a fr- own part. If they consider themUniversity community to be used In
Discussion on the proposed AWS iendly conversation and made me selves membersof the human race,
lieu of character witnesses at the
legislation at the last student coun- feel quite at ease. She was most I sure hope they win.
trial.
Gregory Pittman
cil meeting was gratifying, even willing to help and never lost her
patience.
Persons who wish to contribute
215 Darrow Hall
though quite redundant in spots.
to the Ralph Canady Defense Fund
To cite a more specific example
In response to interest created
or to file a written deposition for
of their sincere desire to please,
on all sides, I am forming a comuse in his defense should contact
I would like to mention the horlmittee to propose legislation and
me Immediately.
rlble Incident that happened to mo
act as a pressure group on the
Saturday when I had gone Into
Richard R. Eakin
Congratulations! All of us decent
AWS legislative board. I welcome
Dorsey's to purchase a few drug
Dept. of Mathematics
and government fearing
all Interested women, regardless
Items. As I was walking down God
of class rank or opinion to Join.
the aisle my glove accidentally Americans are Indebted to you for
The News welcomes letters to
knocked over a glass vase on one printing the column "On the Right,"
This will be a group oriented
the eoitot. Letters should be
and to its courageous and clearof
the
display
shelves
which
in
towards ACTKDN, make no mistake
typewritten and signed by the
thinking author, Ronald Doughty.
about It.
The AWS Judicial sys- turn knocked over a few more
author and carry his typewritten
In
this
day
and
age,
when
the
mass
glass objects. Before I knew It
tem, especially, must be overname, address and phone number.
of
Americans
have
been
Intimidated
there was quite a lot of smashed
hauled. And we can do it conAs many letters as possible
glass on the floor. The owner, and brainwashed to the point that
will be published within the
structlvely-from within, but I need
nobody
dares
to
speak
out
against
Dorsey, cams over and began adlimits of space, good taste and
your support. Give me a call
ding it up. It came to quite a the Insidious Invasion, not to menlaws of libel. The News reserves
at 314 Dunbar Hall for progrestion
the
sniveling
subversion,
of
the right to edit letters more than
sum, one which I would not be
sive action.
communism Into the very bosom
300 words in length.
Mary Harris able to pay without telling my of our country's public life, we can
Dunbar Hall Rep parents.
He saw that I was on the verge
of tears, and said that seeing It
was almost Christmas, he would
Just forget It had ever happened.
Frustrated repeatly, I , along I offered to come In and work a
with many others, would like to few days, but he insisted that I
Smnng A (inuring Unwertity Sine* J920
propose some constructive criti- forget about It.
Well,
I
Just
couldn't
forget
his
thomas d. hine
editor
cism for BG's Library.
kind generosity and understanding,
Judith a. eicilt,
managing editor
so
I
decided
to
make
It
known
to
It is a timely, frustrating orbruce m. larrick
editorial editor
deal to find the bound volumes of Bowling Green that it still has
Judith a. wright
recent
magazines not on the some rice local merchants.
issue ,dUor
Sharon Guttman
shelves. In an effort to find at
timothy
a.
culeh
photo editor
7 Harmon
least two of the references listed,
gary I. davis
sporls editQT
it Is necessary to wander aimlessly throughout the library, looking
Undo m. herbkersman
feature editor
In booths and stacks for a deronald boose
business manager
sired volume
edson r. arneault
advertising manager
Could regulations be made to
First of all, I would like to
William
donahue
circulation manage,
at least keep the volumes with thank Lou el la Newell and Ann
In an area while using them? Doerlng for submitting their most
telephone 353-8411, ext 3344
If you are lucky enough to find entertaining letter to the BG News
B G New
.7t!^<
'
.f
'* Published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the retuler
the volume on the shelf, have the I assure them that in the avenue's
the Publications Committee of Bowling Green State University.
consideration to replace It, so that of my memory their letter will
opinions expressed in editorial cartoons or other columns in the News
looking up a recent article won't always be on Main Street. But
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University Administration,
be aich a dreaded assignment of speaking seriously, I was serious
faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinion, .pressed by columnist, do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G News. Editorial, in the
"chance" for everyone.
In the letter which I wrote. HowEdit" "B' d" 0pln'0n• of ,h* m"i0'"-y "I membera of the B-G News
Betty Hallett ever, evidently a few things weren't
455 East too clear In my letter.

Nice merchants

more letters
Black power
In last few years, we have frequently heard the slogan "Black
Power."
We have also heard
the same slogan being spoken on
this campus. The term "Black
Power" has meant anything from
self-reliance to the talk of black
revolution.
Whatever the term means and
what It will come to mean in future
I would like the Negro students,
who strongly talk about and advocate "Black Power" to look at
the late Senator Robert Kennedy,
a man whom Negroes Idolized and
who fought so courageously for the
persecuted and the disenfranchised
minority groups. This Is wnat he
has to say on "Black Power":
"In my judgement the slogan
"blackpower" and what Is associated with It has set the civil rights
movement back considerably.,..It
would appear that you are turning
your back on Negroes and whites
working together, and if people
can't meet your definition, you
read them out."
So give a moment of thought
to it, black power advocates'.
Shlraz Peera
(Tanzania)
335 Harshman

Claims forgery
The latest controversy on cam pus revolves around the question
should AWS be abolished or not.
Investigations are being investigated, debates are being debated
and petitions are being petitioned
on this important matter. Women
representatives on Student Council have been going around to the
various women's dorms, knocking
on doors, and asking wom»n to sign
petitions to abolish AWS.
Just recently, I too was approached by one of these representatives and upon telling her I was
In support of keeping AWS, she Just
went to the next room.
A few minutes later as I went
down the hall, I overheard my name
mentioned and discovered some of
my friends talking about the petition. They told me that some of
them had signed It and had seen
mv nam« on the petition also.
My temper rose, and I left the
room in pursuit of the representative with the petition. Upon Undine her I asked If I could look

Canady defense

AWS action

Belly laugh

Library criticism

The BG News

Defense of view
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Commons hosts reinstated
(mm the Associated Press

Fire dims hope for miners
MANNINGTON, W. Va. - A small explosion spit a puff of smoke
from a coal mine's portal yesterday and crippled hopes of sending
more rescue teams to search for 78 men trapped more than five
days In Its smoldering tunnels.
The blast was the 13th to wrack the Mountaineer Caol Co. No. 9
mine near this tiny community and was given great Import because
it indicated the heart of the big mine still was ablaze.

Italy gets new government
HOME — Italy appeared headed for a new center-left majority
government yesterday with Christian Democrat leader Marlane Rumer
as top choice for premier.
The Christian Democrats hurriedly patched up their Internal differences after President Giuseppe Saragat gave a fellow Socialist,
Allessandro Pertlnl, an exploratory mandate to find out whether a majority government could be found and under whom.

Notional guard to go home
WASHINGTON —More than 1,300 Air National Guardsmen will be
released from active duty several months early and In time to be home
for Christmas, the Air Force announced yesterday.
The action involves two jet tighter groups and reconnalsance groups
from New York State, Maryland, and Arkansas.
They were called up following the Pueblo incident and the enemy winter
offensive in South Vietnam.
The Air Force announced on Oct. 1 that it would free all of the 6,000
mobilized Alf Guardsmen and Reservists from active duty by next June.

Kidnapped child found alive
NEW ORLEANS - Tired and frightened, 3 - year - old Brenda Ann
Maquar returned home yesterday after being carried more than half
way across the "ountry by an abductor.
Brenda, kidnapped from a stroller left in front of a neighborhood
grocery store by her young brother and sister who were given money
by a man to buy balloons in the store last Wednesday, was returned
to New Orleans after being found In a Needles Calif., hospital with
a man charged with the kidnapping.

Paths will be paved
this fall and spring
The paths of mud created by
students walking on the grass between Hayes and Prout and between Moseley and the Union will
soon be paved , according to
Richard Brown, University architect.
"There are contracts underway
to put diagonal walkways In these
locations. This will occur some
time this fall and the balance will
be done In the spring," Brown
said.
A number of sidewalks are laid
as a result of patterns laid out
by student traffic. The Campus
Planning Office and the Buildings
and Facilities department coordinate on deciding where these
walks are needed.
"Some of these patterns are
highly undesirable," said Brown.
"Many diagonals save just a few
steps and are silly."
The path that last year used to

Dennis Scasny, senior In the
College of Business Administration and Charles R. Pendleton,
senior in the College of Liberal
Arts were reinstated yesterday as
student workers In the Comnons
after they were previously demoted by Manager Gerry Clark.
A 10 cent raise for all hosts
employed by the University, which
went Into effect yesterday, was
also announced at a brief lmpromtpu meeting Wednesday night
which climaxed several weeks of
disputes between the students and
the administration.
Manager Clark, in his first year
as head of the dining hall, told
the students that he still felt justified in demoting the two men.
But, he added, punishment has been
dealt anu now It was time to work
together. The reinstatement was
his decision and he felt it was In

Centerto expand
Tentative approval has been
given by the administration for
expansion of the Co muter Center.
Since the opening of the Center In October 1967, there has
been a noticable need for expansion.
On survey taken last February
stiowed over 800 students a day
using the Center. Mrs. Hazel
Smith, director of the Center,
said suggestions have been made
for an activities room, an expanded study area, a larger lunchroom, and possibly a meeting
room.
The expansion, which is planned to take place over Christmas break, would Include the remainder of the basement of Moseley Hall.

• ... • •••

the best Interests of the students.
Also present at the meeting were
A. Ingram Mllliron, director of
auxiliary services and F. Eugene
Beatty, director of building and
facllitltes.
Mllliron felt that the raise for
the hosts was necessary since the
hosts are extensions of the man-

agement and as such have many
responsibilities. Previously the
hosts had recieved the same wages
as the other workers.
Mllliron and Clark both expressed their feeling to the students that their door Is always
open for questions and complaints
from the students.

You are the V. I. G.

ot

Chicago's YMCA HOTEL
students visiting Chicago's YMCA Hotel
wcck-enil>. or during school vacations are
Very Important Guests 10 us.
Wc think we're "keyed" to serving fellows
and gal* like yourselves In fact, il we
ditln'l leel this wav. we WOllldn'1 be in
business. We've convinced our entire stall
of over 100 people thai we're here to
serve you the best we know how.
We have a wide (election ol rooms from basic sleeping lO
lull facility rooms enough lo accommodate up to 2.000 men,
women and families Because wc have all hotel facilities including budgeted meals in our Cafeteria and Coffee Shop
dances, entertainment—u root garden in summer wc call
ourselves a hotel and then some!
Try us the next lime you come to Chicago. A card or phone
call will insure vour reservation.

Single; $4..$10. Double; $8.-$11.50 (for two).
Discounts to groups of 11 or more.

Chicago's YMCA Hotel
826 South Wobosh Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605 • (312)922-3183
"Near to Everything in Chicago"

Make her happy on
this day

v •••••:.,•
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run from the Administration Building to Prout Chapel Brown offered
as an example.
He said a sidewalk there was unnecessary and
marred the design of the mall.
So this summer he solved the
problem by having shrubbery
planted at both ends of the path
and a decorative chain fence
erected In front of the Administration Building.
"Now I hope It stays that way,"
he remarked.

Directories soon
The student directories for::
1968-69 will soon be published
and distributed to the student
body, according to the Publications Office. It Is planned::
for the directories to be out
during finals week.

Missionary plans move to Japan
"Why you should give away your
faith?" was the topic of discussion
at the meeting of the Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship Friday
in the Union.
Robert McKemey, graduate of
Philadelphia Bible College and the
Missionary Training School In Detroit, was the guest speaker.
McKemey plans to leave for
Japan In late December to begin
missionary work for the Eastern
Crusade. His goal is to try to
spread Christianity In Japan and
help the people understand the
Bible and Christian life.

"I have no burden to go to
the Far East," said McKemey,
"but something just told me that
I am needed there."
His decision to go Into missionary work was made six years
ago. It was while he as at Missionary Training School that he
decided upon work In Japan.
"In the United States, 91 per
cent of the population Is Christian, while In Japan, only nine
per cent are Christians. That
Is why I feel that I will be of
greater help In Japan." he said.

With A Gift From..,
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IFC proposes paper
Inter-Fraternlty Council (IFC)
recently proposed to print a Greek
newspaper under the direction of
Tim Smith, assistant dean of students.
Keith Mabee, senior In
the-College of Business Administration, will act as editor for
the new Greek oriented paper.
Tom Ramage, layout editor, stated that the paper was not being
formulated-to compete with the

Angel Flight
performs at
Kent State
The Angel Flight drill team performed an exhibition drill show at
the Pershlng Rifles Drill Meet at
Kent
State
University last
Saturday.
The drill team Is an extra activity of the Mlnuteman Squadron
of Bowling Green's 43-member
Angel Flight The Angel Flight
Is the national honorary coed auxiliary to Air Force HDTC on campus.
Last year, Bowling Green's Angels won the national coed ROTC
drill unit championship title. The
team placed first In the national
drill competition held In Washington, D.C. during the Cherry Blossom Festival.
In addition to the Kent State performance, the Angel Flight drill
team will also perform during the
half-time of the Virginia Tech
basketball game on Monday, Feb. 3.

News, but rather to supplement
It,
He feels, "the BG News
does not give us fair coverage
and thus the Greek newspaper will
benefit those people Interested In
the Greek system."
The staff has decided to start
publishing one Issue a month. The
first Issue will come out shortly
after Christmas break. The paper
will come out on alternating dates
with "Flood Tide," another new
campus publication, so that It will
not compete with It.
The paper will be financed by
IFC and through sale of advertising and will be available free
of charge. Money remaining at
the year's end will pay for the
printing of a fraternity rush booklet.
Ramage further remarked on
the purpose of the paper when he
explained, "the Greek news Is
being published to bring the Greek
community closer to the Bowling Green campus." Mike King,
staff editorial chairman, agrees
that It will "better associate the
student with campus life and activities In a full spectrum and also
show both sides of Issues sim Utaneous so students are able to
make sound value Judgements."
Editor Mabee announced that a
final name for the paper has not
been decide. Ills staff includes
Mike King, editorial Steve Beck,
feature editor; Jim Evans and
Rex Stanforth, activities; Bill Bensle and Steve Stevlck, sports; Alex
Burrows, photo-editor; Tom ramage, layout; John Cessna, Dennis
Peltoln, Tim Doyle, Dennis Pelffer, and Tom Glennon, staff members.

GOOD LUCK !
SIG Baslcetballers
CAPT. DICK RUDGERS
JOHN HEFT
BOB HILL
On A Successful Defense
Of The MAC Championship
SIGMA CHI PLEDGES

4 Michigan school Systems
Grant, Fremont, Newaygo,
White cloud
will interview candidates

Wednesday evening Dec. 4 and Dec. 5

1967-68 comparative study details

Crime in Bowling Green
By MARYANN DUDLEY
and DEBBY RENCH
Staff Writers
The number of Bowling Green
State University students who commit crimes In the city are few, In
the opinion of Bowling Green Police Chief Milton J. Nicholson.
The police have never kept records on the number of University students who violate the town
ordinances, Nicholson said, "It's
a tragedy that the majority of the
students should have mud cast on
their Image by the small minority
who com -nit these crimes."
Campus Crime

Bowling Green State University
Chief of Police Spencer T. Calcamugglo feels that the University
Itself presents a rather average
picture concerning crime. "Overall our crime problem Isn't any
worse than any other university,"
said Chief Calcamuggio.
"The
crime rate of the University runs
near that of other universities of
the same size."
Chief Nicholson believes the
crime rate In Bowling Green Is
low, since the town Is removed from
the larger metropolitan areas
where most of the nation's crimes
are committed. Yet, the number
of complaints concerning certain
crimes In Bowling Green has been
Increasing.
A comparison between the period from January to September,
1967 and the period from January
to September, 1968 shows the Increasing number of complaints
filed with the city police.
In 1967, 10 assault and battery
complaints were filed compared
with 16 In 1968. Vehicle thefts Increased from 6 to 17 complaints,
and the number of complaints concerning disturbing the peace went
from 70 to 95. Other complaints
which increased are as follows:

No. of No. of
comp. comp.
1967 1968
Break. & enter 20
261
Rape
0
Armed robbery 0
Shoplifting
10
Grand larceny
1
Petit larceny
2
0
Narcotics
Indecent expos. 13

II,

on campus
December 2-December 6
in
University Hall
9:00am-5:00pm
INFORMATION AND TESTING
WILL BE AVAILABLE
DURING THIS
PEACE CORPS WEEK.

Chief Calcamuggio added, however, that crime experts estimate
only about 40 per cent of all crimes
committed are reported. "If Bowling Green University falls near this
national average, that means we'll
have 1800 crimes this year. He
feels that over the past five years
the Increase In the numoer of
crimes at the University Is due to
the fact that more students are
now reporting crimes.
Petit Larceny

crime
Si

No. of No. of
comp. comp.
In 1967 In 1968

Assault with
Intent to rape
1
1 Assault with
: deadly weapon 2
1 Bad checks
42
Suicide
1
Disorderly
I conduct
30
Damaged street
signs or poles
61
Missing street
signs or poles
7

0
1
28
0

..-•■■ :v::'-'-.-::-:>-:*>:vx'::>:':*^^

16
25
1
.

There were 1,937 arrests made
in Bowling Green In 1967, according to Chief Nicholson. From January to September, 1968 the number
of arrests was 1,337. Chief Nicholson has no definite statistics, but
he believes that the conviction rate
for these arrests Is better than
95 per cent.
Although Chief Calcamuggio
thinks the University's crime rate
Is low, he feels the University
should not have as much crime
as It does. He quoted figures that
show the rising crime rate on campus. In 1963 there were 220 reported crimes. The number of
crimes Increased to 620 in 1964,
and decreased to 315 in 1965.
From 1966 to 1967 the number of
crimes Increased to 951, while
from 1967 to 1968 there were 902
reported crimes.

Crime

National Statistics

These figures of Increasing
crime at the University correspond
with national crime statistics, said
Chief Calcamuggio. From the year
1960 to 1967 the population of the
United States increased ten per
cent. At the same time, crimes
against property Increased 90 per
cent, according to Chief Calcamuggio.

CONTINENTAL
dan Company
is coming
to

Some openings in January.
Center for Coho and Chinook Fishing and deer hunting.

PEACE
CORPS

Chief Nicholson's files also show
In a comparison between the same
two periods of time, a decreasing number of complaints filed
against certain other crimes. There
were no murders reported In 1968,
compared to one last year. Complaints of molestation decreased
from two to zero and kidnapping
complaints fell from one to zero.
Other complaints which decreased
Include:

BGSU

Are you looking for an industry that it going

somewhere?
*The packaging industry is the 4th largest in
the country!
Are you interested in a company that provides
opportunity?
* Continental is the nation's largest company
in the packaging industry!
Are you a MAN-ON THE-MOVE IN:
* Production Management

Petit larceny Is the University.'s
biggest problem, according to Chief
Calcamuggio. From July 1, 1967,
to June 30, 1968, there were 438
reported acts of petit larceny.
Chief Calcamuggio also quoted
figures concerning other crimes
committed on campus for the same
period of time. There were 77
cases of grand larceny, 116 cases
of malicious destruction, and 28
incidents of breaking and entering.
Cases of assault numbered 11, and
Incidents of Indecent exposure num bered 20, which Is an Increase over
last year.
The University police are unable
to solve many of the cases of petty
theft because they don't find out
about the Incidents until too late,
said Chief Calcamuggio. "A lot
of the auto theft cases are disposed of within 24 hours after
they're reported," said Chief Calcamuggio.
Narcotics

Narcotics Is an Increasing crime
on campus, according to Chief Calcamuggio. "When I came to Bowling Green In 1960, there was no narcotics problem," he said. "Today
marijuana Is a byword." Chief Calcamuggio said the University police
know there are other forms of drugs
on campus, but none have been
reported except marijuana. "We
know It's here; it's just a matter
of finding out who has It and where
It is," said Chief Calcamuggio.
There are many ways In which
marijuana and other drugs can be
shipped to the campus. Several
years ago the University police intercepted several envelopes of
marijuana shipped In a coffee can,
said Chief Calcamuggio. They also
found envelopes of marijuana
stuffed In a book in which the
middle had been carved out. Chief _
Calcamuggio said that by checking
different buildings on campus, the
police have found packages of marijuana.
All cases of crimes are reported
to Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean
of students, said Chief Calcamuggio. Sometimes the Individual Involved may prefer the dean to handle the case or the dean may refer the case to Student Court.
Some cases are taken directly to
Bowling Green city police If the
individual wants his case to be
handled by the court In the case of
a felony, such as grand larceny,
Chief Calcamuggio said the case
is automatically taken to municipal court It Is then tried In Common Pleas Court
Chief Calcamuggio feels that
crime at the University Is a problem that can'be remedied by Individual awareness. Part of this
awareness Is reporting any unlawful act to which a person Is a
witness. He hopes that this awareness will eventually lead to the alleviation of crime on campus.

* Sales
* Accounting
* Industrial Relations
* Data Processing
If you are, then Continental is interested in you!
We are interested in Lib. Arts as well as Bus.
Admin, majors. Sign up now on our recruiting
schedule at the Placement Office.

December 4,7968
is the date to remember.

Continental
Can Company

Never has
"bond"
been
mentioned
so much in
one
weekend.

—
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Barb and Sue.

Classifieds

The ZBT Pledges say - Congrats'
to Bailey & Patty on their pinning.
Congratulations to the new officers
of ZBT. From your Pledges.

FOR SALE
Black 1962 Porsche Kdstr. new
paint, top, rebuilt engine and trans.
Excellent cond. Call Dick 449 Krelscher C.
FOR RENT
2 Single Rooms, Girls, 118 S. Summit, 354-4683.
Girl needs Apt. near campus. Carol
312 Dunbar.
Male Student to share Apt. 2nd
& 3rd Qtrs. Geo. Ryan 354-6051.

Hey Big: Talking to your little may
be like "pulling teeth." But you
seem to "Pierce" the problem
with understanding and patience.
Your little, Steve.
Interested In becoming a parttime Guitar Instructor at Blgelows
Music Shoppe. $2.00 per 1/2 hour.
Contact Frank Fine 354-8925.
My Phi Alphs big B.L. Is Big and
Lanky and - Great. (Little B.L.?)

safe trip - See you Sunday Golden
Boy.
First a Pumpkin pervert Boy, that
did really hurtl Followed closely
by Toxic Turkey things are getting
really murky, Sexless Santa Is coming round, Will your Identity ever
be found?
Why give money away? All campus Boon" Exchange Is coming. Use
It.
Happiness Is Peggy for my D.G.
Big. Love, Little Barbee.
Mallard: Thanks for a great 1 1/2
years. Happy Anniversary!
P.E.R.
Happy 19th Heath and Pod - MAC
and CC

- Newsline Questions may be phoned in to the News office or may be submitted by
mail. News office is located in 104 Univeisity Hall and can be leached on
either extension 3344 oi 3383. Student name and address must be included
with all questions, but only initials will be used.
Dear Newsline:
How can I find out who my advisor is? i

*

Dear L.S., ,
All you need to do Is go to your departmental office and the
secretary there will tell you who your advisor Is.
Dear Newsline:
Where can I get a short term student loan? i Q
Dear L.O.
The Student Financial Aid Office In 305 Student Services Bldg.
will have all the Information you need.

Levaun and Krlstle: Delta Gamma
love to our littles. We're so proud
of you. Your D.G. Bigs — Cheryl
and Sue.

Ron - Have a happy Thanksgiving
and remember I will miss you.
Love, Maggie.

FOUND: Black men's glasses. Contact Glenn 425 Anderson.

Rodgers - We're lovln' your serenade - Greatest ever. Treadway
205 - 202 - D.E.

Congrats to the greatest Beta lavaller mates - Punkln and Sunshine.
Love you both, Nance.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

ATO Pledges - Congratulations Ex
Pres.

LIP Sharon - Happy Thanksgiving.
Love, Maggie.

Alpha Slgs Say: Happy 21st Birthday Mom.

Boomsr: Go nuts! Congratulations
on lavallerlng Terry. The Garters.

Darrell D. Bostkk

Garrma Phi - Thanks for the great
Dinner! NOW how about a card
tournament. Alpha Slgs.

Franclne Travers - Please stay
at BG!! Georgie Girl.

South-Western City Schools

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: B3 Class ring on 8th floor
of Library. If found contact Richard ext. 2479. Reward.

Linda and Tom: Congratulations
on your pinning. Chi O love, Sue.
Numbers 1 & 13:1 plus 13 equals
14, which also equals ZEROGrebes' Law of Addition and Elimination. (Finishing last can be fun!)
S.S. Roofing-Repairs chimmys, remodels. Over 2C years of experience. Best material used. Call
collect Greenwood 22501 or 8362722.
Jean and Chris: If happiness is
love 2nd lavallerlng Thanksgiving
should be super! Congratulations!

•areer

jianning
, lacement
»ervice

SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
December 2
Wyandotte Board of Education,
Mich.; Lake County Schools, Ohio;
Piqua Board of Education, Ohio;
South - Western City Schools, Ohio;
Muskegon Public Schools, Mich.;
Dearborn Hts. School Dlst. #7,
Mich, (also evening); Clarkston
Schools, Mich.; Southfleld Schools,
Mich.; Bloomfleld Hills, Mich.; New
Haven Schools, Mich.; Fremont
Schools, Ohio (also evening); Qulncy Community Schools, Mich.
December 3
Washington Township Schools,
Indiana; Dearborn District #8,
Mich.; Taylor Public Schools, Mich,
(also evening); Livonia Schools,
Mich.; Utlca Community Schools,
Mich.; Euclid Public Schools,Ohio;
South Euclid - Lyndhurst City
Schools, Ohio (evening only); Montgomery County Schools, Ohio; Homer community School, Mich.; Fraser Public Schools, Mich, (also
evening); Marlon Co in munity
Schools, Ind.; Defiance City Board
of Education, Ohio (also evening);
Lansing Public Schools, Mich, (evening only).
December 4
South Euclid - Lyndhurst City
Schools, Ohio; Lansing Public
Schools, Mich.; Lamphere Public
Schools, Mich.; Wesrwood Heights
Schools, Mich.; Pearl River Public
Schools, New York (also evening);
Sylvanla City Schools, Ohio (also
evening); Norwalk City Schools,
Ohio.
December 5
Pearl River Public Schools, New
York; Summer-field Schools, Mich.;
Richmond Community Schools, Indiana; Shaker Heights City Schools,
Ohio; Toledo City Schools, Ohio
(also evening); Oneida City Schools,

Xmas Trees,

"For I am not ashami»d of the
gospel: It Is the power of God
for salvation to every one who
has faith." Romans 1:16.
That's the way to put a spark
in that Fireball Barb! Congrats'
Fred and Cindy.
Small Dard Darlen - Love and

Interview
schedule
New York; Newaygo Public Schools,
Mich.; Grant Public Schools, Mich.;
Fremont Public Schools, Mich.;
Goodrich Area Schools, Mich, (also evening); White Cloud Public
Schools, Mich.
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL
INTERVIEWS
December 2
Defense Contract Audit Agency;
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission;
Peace Corps.
December 3
Peace Corps; Washington University: Regional Administrator of
National Banks; Ohio Cooperative
Extension Service; Hunt Wesson
Foods; Consolidated Frelghtways;
Commercial Motor Freight.
•
December 4
Peace Corps; Carnation Company; LaSalle's; The Upjohn Company; Inland Mfg. Dlv. of GMC;
Olln; Owens - Illinois; Continental Can Company; St. Paul Companies.
December 5
U.S. Treasury Dept. - Internal
Revenue Service; Peace Corps.

Happy Delt Day - Jim from your
ever lovln'.
Congratulations to Mike Moon and
Lana Frey on their pinning. Sigma Chi Pledge Class.

Doctor links
cancer effects
Dr. James S. Olms, director
of the University Health Center,
spoke to the men of Darrow Hall
last Thursday night about the related effects of cancer to cigarette smoking.
The informal discussion was preceded by a rather colorful film
strip entitled "One in Two Hundred Thousand" which actually
showed the procedures Involved
in removing a victim's cancer Infected left lung.
Dr. Olms spok e basically about
the different types of cancer and
the various reactions the body goes
through as the disease develops.
"When cancer occurs the reaction of the cells Is to go wild.
There is a tremendously rapid
growth of cancer cells living off
body tissue and actually starving
out normal cells," he pointed out.
Dr. Olms concluded his presentation by saying, "When we finally
do find a cure for cancer, every
nation In the world will go to all
our measures to get the cure. They
will tear down doors to get at It;'
In the question and answer period that followed, Dr. Olms said
that he would like to get a mobile
chest X-ray unit to come to campus three or four times a year
for student use.

We Hove 66 Great Sisters
To Be Thankful For: ..
HAPPY THANKSGIVING
Gamma Phi Pledges

Roping & Bows-

Free Fire proofing & Stands
Available
WE DELIVER

Klotz Flower Farm

353-3911

Elaine: You're the greatest BIG I
could want and V m so happy to have
you.
Luv Little Deb.

LOOKING FOR

A TOP JOB, TOP PAY, IN A
TOP SCHOOL SYSTEM?
Director of Personnel

Suburban Columbus Ohio
will interview teacher applicants

MONDAY, DECEMBER 2.
Active local association, recognized as
bargaining agent, with negotiations policies
agreed and contracted.
New - higher salary schedule, Jan. '69.
New, modern school buildings in new modern communities, near three universities.
More innovative, research programs under
federal financing than any other school system in Ohio.

YOU'LL LIKE WORKING
IN SOUTH-WESTERN

All M.B.A. programs are not alike. The Master of
Business Administration Program at Washington University has an experienced and nationally known faculty. Big enough to offer the very best in graduate
instruction, it has been kept small enough to permit
attention to the needs of individual students.
The Graduate School of Business offers a unique
M.B.A. program designed especially to meet the need
of graduates of non-business undergraduate schools
such as engineering and liberal arts.
Scholarships and assistantships are available. Send for
an illustrated brochure and discover that all M.B.A.
programs are not alike.
- Dr. Earl Splitter will be on campus

Tiesday, December 3
interviewing students at the
Office of Career Planning and
Placement 9:00 a.m. to noon

LIVONIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Livonia, Michigan
will have recruiters at the Office of Career Planning and Placement
on December 3, 1968. Check with the Office for elementary,junior
high and senior high vacancies. We will hire 75 teachers for mid-year.

RESERVE YOUR INTERVIEW TIME NOW!
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Husk,es f,rsf ,or BG ca9ers
BY GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Premier time Is drawing close,
as head basketball coach BobConIbear prepares to display his charges In their opener against Northern Illinois this Saturday.
It will be the first gam<> for
both squads, which have met four
times over the years with the
Falcons holding a 3-1 edge.
Last season the Falcons earned
a 68-48 victory over the Huskies
enroute to a fine 18-7 overall
record.
The Falcons will be countering
their losses through graduation
with Junior college transfers and
a host of untested sophomores.
Leading the charge will be the one
veteran starter Dick Rudgers, also
the captain for the 68-69 campaign.
The Huskies are faced with
similar problems with a lack of
experience with only 6-7 center
Jim Smith and 6-2 guard Don
Russell returning. Smith averaged 10.1 and Kussell 12.7 for
the Huskies last season. Northern
Illinois has also reached to the
Junior Colleges for additional help
and came up with Ray Price a
6-2 forward and Nate Masond a
5-11 guard
Despite the lack of height the
Huskies rambled to the second
spot In the nation in rebounding
behind Houston according to coach
Conlbear. They are paced by their
talented center, Sm.'th. "They
have a real good big man in Sm'.th",
said Conlbear, "and he can play
with the best of them."
Northern Illinois will be anxious
to better their lowly 11-14 finish,
In 67-68.

The Falcons will be taking no
breaks during the next few weeks
as they host Baldwin-Wallace on
Monday December 2, when classes
resume here.
Although only a small college,
Yellow Jackets of Baldwin-Wallace
rolled up a fine 19-9 season and
were Ohio Athletic Conference coChampions with a 11-2 mark. They
will face the Falcons only after
opening against NIT champs
Dayton this Saturday.
Returning for the Yellow Jackets
will be co-captains 6-5 center
Ted Johnson and 6-4 forward Harvey Hopson. The veterans combined for over 30 points a game
as Juniors for the Jackets.
Another forward, Bobllarrlnger
(6-4) and guard Dick Fletcher
(6-2) will also provide the Jackets
with experience. Two other seniors, both 6-4, Rollln Napier and
Steve Mack are In contention for
the other guard spot.
While the Falcons will face bulllike rebounding against the Huskies, they must respond to the manto - man defense that the Jackets
will stress this campaign. On
offense the Jackets will feature
a "fluid offense" which offers a
variety of offensive sets

Tickets on sale
Tickets are on sale for the Baldwin - Wallace home game, today
and will also be on sale the day
of the game, Monday December
2.
The ticket pick-up policy In use
this year requires that a student
exchange his coupon for a ticket.

S. H. 0. C.
'Hrrnll Machine on Campus)
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDSI

©

LOU LaRICHE, INC.

9*0 Plaza at Route 224 East
Flndlay Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING SALES* SERVICE - MrtMQt* *
AND THURSDAY TIL » P
(ODD. Ft. Flndlay Shopping Center)

OFFICIAL
RING DAY
Date Dec. 3
Time 9am-5pm

leers extend streak to 4
slapping OSU, Detroit
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Tne Bowling Green hockey team,
outshootlng Its opponents 207-68,
raced to its third and fourth consecutive wins Friday and Saturday
nights against Ohio State 5-1, and
the University of Detroit 10-2.
Ohio State's hawklike pursuit
bothered the Falcons through two
periods of skating before Bowling
Green broke a 1-1 deadlock with
four goals In the third period.
The Buckeyes, playing in their
first match of the season, battled
BG evenly through a scoreless first
period.
The second period found Bowling
Green breaking out In front as Jack
Reaume tallied at 4:40 on assists
from left winger Bruce Blyth and
center Mike Root. Ohio State cams
right back though, asOSU's Harris
took a pass from Cook and deposited the puck in the net at
6:09. It was only the ninth goal
given up by Paul Galsaki In 13
periods of hockey.
In the third period both teams
picked up the tempo but after the
Falcons second goal, BG picked up
momentum and the match was
downhill the rest of the way. The
Falcons got 41 shots in the period
to only 9 for the Bucks.
Mike Root gave Bowling Green
the lead It never relinquished;
scoring early In the third period on
assists from Blyth and Reaume.
at 11:40 Root added an Insurance
goal, Blyth again aiding on the
score.
Near the end of the match, OSU
was vls.ibly running out of steam
and BG dented the net for two final
scores in 30 seconds on goals
by Darcy Slater and Tom Hendrlx.
Falcon coach Jack Vivian feels
one of the big factors In BG'searly success has been the crowd's
reaction to the sport.
"We pick up the puck In our
end of the ice and the crowd starts
going wild. It really peps us up,"
said Vivian. "These fans are really something," he added.
Saturday night it was the University of Detroit's turn to taste the
puck of defeat, bowing out to the
Falcons by a convincing 10-2 margin.
It was no contest from the start
as Bowling Green raced to a 5-0

first period margin, completely
outskatlng and outplaying a weaker
Detroit team, one that Is in only
its second year of hockey.
Root started the scoring after
only 44 seconds had elapsed, skating around the goal and curling
the puck by the side of the net
and past a bewildered Detroit
goalie. Before the period was con-

cluded BG had picked up additional
scores from Root, Reaume, and two
goals by Rick Allen,
The Falcons outscored Detroit
3-1 In the second period with Jack
Hoogeveen, Dennis Murphy and
Reaume tallying Falcon goals.
Bowling Green hosts McMaster
of Hamilton, Ontario at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday.

Sink is AH-American
with 9th in NCAA
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
The first 25 finishers in the nationally televised six-mile NCAA
Championships at Van Courtland,
New York, yesterday morning,
were declared the 1968 All-Americans, and Sink was high on the
list with his 9th place time of
29:59.
Sink's senior teammate, Paul
Talklngton, also represented BG
well, taking 45th In the select
field of 217, only 1:10 behind the
winning time of 29:28 set by Mike
Ryan of the Air Force Academy.
To further stress how fast and
tight the race was, the first ten
runners across the finish line
broke the old course record. The
only other All-American from the
MAC was Art Coolidge, who placed
7th.
The team championship was won
by Villanova for the third straight
year.

Silk, Talkiigtoi sit
'68 pact for harriers
Sid Sink and Paul Talklngton
enjoyed record-setting individual
seasons, but the Bowling Green
cross country "team" staggered to
a 6-5 dual meet record, and unimpressive performances In four
championship races.
Coach Mel Brodt, whose streak
of eight consecutive winning seasons was jeopardized, traced the decline from a 5-2 mark last year to

a lack of depth on the 1968 squad.
"It was unfortunate that we didn't
have depth to go along with out
front two.''
The men whose teams have compiled a 51-23 log in nine years, was
not expecting to lack depth until
practice began In September when
lettermen Ron Nicholson and Glen
Eppleston were conspicuously absent. Nicholson's inellglblllty and
Eppleston's retiremsnt forced a
trio of sophomores, Cliff Kotnlk,
Harry Ausderan, and Duane Banks,
to try to fill In the veterans' footsteps behind Sink, Talklngton, and
senior letterman Nate Pantilat.
Pantilat, an International student
from Tel-Aviv, Israel, was the
number three Falcon finisher In
six out of the seven meets he ran.
Brodt pointed out Ausderan as a
good example of the lack of depth.
"Harry hurt his hip back In October
and his running steadily declined
from there, but we were unable to
rest him." Banks left midway
through the season and senior Rich
Zawack was the only backup man
left.
This problem should disappear
next fall with this year's frosh
joining the varsity. The freshman
harriers, led by Dave Wottle and
Rich Breeze, were 5-1 this fall,
Including second in the Notre Dame
Invitational and fourth In the MAC
Championships, where Wottle was
the Individual runnerup.
The other first year men who
should remedy the depth deficiency are Scott Helton, Don Windom,
Dan Keefe, Dave Olson, Jim Ferstle, Dave Sassenger, and Dennis
Wright.

"And then she said/Wow,
what's that after shave
you're wearing?'"

in the

University
Bookstore
In The Student
Services Center
BRUCE ROTTE
a Trained College
Specialist from
JOHN ROBERTS
wants to meet you
He will assist you in selecting the ring that is
right for you . . . with the proper stone, weight
and style, for the most lasting and beautiful
symbol of your educational achievement.

We keep warning you to be careful how you use Hai Karate" After Shave and
Cologne. We even put instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best silk ties and shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's why you'll
want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket when you wear Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime. Just tell us your size (s,m,l)
and send one empty Hai Karate carton, with $4
(check or money order), for each Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket to: Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41 A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can be a little
less careful how you use it.
^ Hqi Kor<rt, loun9in9 Jocfc„ „
practically rip-proof.

FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT

Allow 6 weeks lor delivery. Oiler expires April I, 1969. II your favorite slore ii temporarily out of Hai Karate, keep asking.
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Rampaging Falcons demolish Musketeers
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Scoring the first three Unws they
had the ball in the third period,
the Falcons wiped out a slim 1410 Xavler halftime lead and annihilated the Musketeers 44-14.
The Musketeers who had dropped
three Mid - American opponents
prior to this meeting with the Falcons were rolling along at a 6-3
clip and were picked as heavy favorites.
There was Incentive, and plenty
of It as someone lit a bomb under
the Falcons In the second half.
"We didn't do anything particularly different In the second half,"
said a Jubilant coach Don Nehlen,
"we played a real good game all
the way."
The first year tutor added, "We
had played well In the first half,
but we made some mental errors,
or didn't stop us, we stopped
ourselves."
Howling Green was able to score
only after Dave Urdzlk recovered
a fumble In the end zone. The rem milng points came when a Falcon drive stalled at the Xavler
10, and Al Sllva put a Held goal
through the uprights for the second
BG lead, 10-6. What the Falcons
lacked In the Initial half they made
up for In the second , uncorking
an attack that struck for 34 points
Bowling Green moved for an amazing 376 yards, behind the forces
of a strong aerial blitz engineered
by quarterback Vern Wlreman who
fired for 18 completions In 29
tries. The passes carried for 190
yards and all three of the third
period touchdowns.
While the Falcons went pass happy, they received a strong performance on the ground for 177 yards.
Paced by the efforts of sophomore

Roger Murray with 91, five backs
turned the corners on the Musketeers to help sustain the Falcon
attack In the second half.
Although battling the Musketeers
on almost equal terms In the first

hall a fumble and a defensive
lapse helped the hosts to the sHm,
halftlme lead.
Moving 80 yards on Just 11 plays
on their first drive In the second
half the Falcons took the lead

Who's a stranger?
When the final gun sounded Saturday, another winning season was
chalked up for the Falcons, one that started and ended on the same note.
A 62-8 rout opened the season and a 44-14 laugher sealed the campaign. Another thing remained the same, the defense. The defensiveminded Falcons limited the Xavler Musketeers to 13 yards on the ground
In the contest.
Even more Impressive was the fact that they limited Xavler to a
minus 33 In the second half. You can't run against the Falcons,
And when you can't run against a team, you must take to the air.
The Musketeers did ami gained 186 yards on 13 completions, but they
like most Falcon opponents met the Inevitable fate. The Falcons
chalked up 20 Interceptions this season, two of those on Saturday and
both led to points.
So things didn't really change this season, or did they.
It seems that the Falcons picked up a stranger during the season, ai<
offense. It was there from the start, however, and It slowly began to un
wind. The backs were light but still Mathews gained 733 yeards, fa.
above the Individual '67 total.
The receivers were there, and Falcon quarterbacks had a field day
hitting their targets. Eddie Jones and Bob Zlmpfer grabbed 49 apiece
for a highly potent receiving corp.
The complaints leveled at veteran P.J. Nyltray were many but he
passed himself to record after record and his substitute Vern Wlreman,
passed himself Into a solid position of respect against four teams that
met with his fury.
Nyltray hit for 78 of 144, and Vern for 65 of 120, both over 500.
Turn around and look, that stranger Is no longer strange, he Is permanent. Offensive football Is here again.

Lacrosse meeting
There will be a meeting
j of all Interested candidates In
I lacrosse, December 3, at 7
j p.m In the auditorium In the
Education Building.

Future soccer outlook good

for good on a pass from Wlremui to Eddie to Jones. Rick Perrln's Interception on Xavler's drive
started the Falcons working again
and Wlreman and Zlmpfer completed the drive.
Bob returned a punt 47 yards to
set up the next drive and capped
with a reception at 2:13 of the
period.
The senior Inspired eruption sent
the Falcons out in front 31-14.
The youth caught on quick though
and made the job easier. Jerry
Machovlna's Interception set up
still another TD From the Xavler
30 to paydlrt In four plays with
Ed Colletl bulling over. The defense
marked up Its second score when
Tom Strandrlng pounced on a fumble In the end zone at 2:50 of the
final stanza and the high flying
Falcons were in orbit
The 14 seniors saw the 6-3-1
season go Into the books, and the
record rates along with Miami.
Ve did as well as Miami, we
jst as few as any team In the
MAC except Ohio University," said
Nehlen.
"When I started this season, I

was very apprenhenslve, with
everyone saying how bad we'd do...
but our seniors pulled us through."
A wealth of fine youig talent profited In the success along side the
veterans, and the near mlsstoOhlo
University will leave a residue of
confidence for the future. Saturday's victory did this also.
"It'll certainly help our outlook
for next season and leave us with
a good taste," said Nehlen.

Today's
Unsung
Hero:
The senior who
has organized JHtrii* _
Andrews Fan CluK ^_
The courage of his
convictions should
not go unrewarded*.

Carling

Bonnie:

THANK YOU FOR
COOPERATING
THURSDAY
NIGHT.

The
Victory Beer.

Hg$* It's Almost
^
That Fime Again...
•

Let Us Help You With Your Holiday
Shopping. BEFORE You Head Home

after perfect frosh season
school record with 10 assists,
finished second in scoring with 13.
Alan Carroll, who had never played
"They are a great team, a great soccer before coming to Bee Gee
bunch of boys—It was really quite and Bob Marsman each had 12
points.
a season!"
The defensive story was the
That was the way freshman
same—balance. Joe Alaba was the
soccer coach Jim Thleser felt
defensive leader, coming up with
about his undefeated baby Falcons-and with good reason. For In the clutch plays around the net.
traveling the unbeaten route, the Don Gable, no laggard on offense,
Falcons rolled up som; very Im- was even more valuable when the
other team had the balL But It
pressive statistics.
was a total effort that held the
The freshman beat their oppo- opponents to an average of 1.05
nents all the way round In the sta- points a game.
tistic book, scoring 41 goals to
Thelser, after lauding
their oppositions 5, and while out- hisCoach
players
and their individual
shooting them 276 to 77.
contributions, said that he felt
many of them will move on to
But the statistics don't tell the
the varsity next year.
whole story. A balanced offense
"Out of the 20 players I had
and an Inspired defense would
this year, I think 13 or 14 will move
paint a truer picture.
on to the varsity. Of these, 5
The key to the baby Falcon
or 6 could break Into the starting
offense was Bill Mlnarlk, who led
line-up. If they have desire and
the team In scoring with 15 points.
the same attitude they had this
He set up the offense and was the
year, if they can keep that freshholler-guy, holding the team toman fire, there will be some new
gether with his hustle.' But he
faces In the varsity line-up next
wasn't the only oneyear.
And I think they can."
Don Gable, who set an unofficial
By DENNY MILLER
Sports Writer

Farrell named to
All-Ohio squad
Senior Pete Farrell was
named the most valuable player by his soccer teammates at
the squad's banquet last week.
Farrell who played at the
centerback spot this season
was also named to the AllOhlo team, first honorable
mention. "This Is one of the
roughest positions to make it
at, " said Cochrane, "it Is
a great accomplishment."
Fred Welsmann, landed the
honors at honorable mention
at the wing position for the
second year.
Co - captains for the 1969
season were named, Gary Kovacs and Tom Aslmou. The
captains for the past campaign
In which the Falcons went
5-4-1, were Pete Farrell and
Bob Bartels.

FREE Christmas Wraping^ .filJS

Thanks For
A Great Time
As Delt Pledges
The Ex-Pledges
Of Delta
Tau
Delta

■

-
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Julian Bond at BG:

'Don't wait for prince'

By LINDA HERBKESMAN
Feature Editor
"Most politicians start their
speeches with stale Jokes that
everyone's heard," began the softspoken Georgia state legislator,
"and I'm no exception."
Julian Bond then told of seeing
a newspaper article on the world's
smallest book, "The Life and
Convictions of Splro T. Agnew."
From then on the audience of
over 1800 was his.
Then launching into the more
serious body of his speech, Bond
said he's noticed a "Snow White
Syndrome" on many of the college
campuses he's visited. He explained, "If you saw the movie,
you remember the part where Snow
White was sitting by the well
singing 'Some day my prince will
come.' And a lot of students are
like that now. They think that
with Robert Kennedy dead, and
since Gene McCarthy didn't get the
presidential nomination, they'll
Just sit around and wait for the
prince. But that's not very practical for real life." He said
students must get out and become Involved themselves.
Bond told of his hero, Frederic Douglas, whom, he said, gave
the clearest expression of Black
thought.
Asked to express his
happiness with living in the United
States during the 1800's. Douglas
surprised
Fourth of July Day
listeners by saying the Negro had
been subjected to gross injustices.

YOUTH AND THE NEW POLITICS-'-Georgia
state legislator Julian Bond represents both.
(Photos by Tim Culok)

Independence Day, he said, was a
"sham, a mockery and a deception, enough to disgrace a nation
of savages." "I don't think,"
said Bond, "he was ever asked
to give another Fourth of July
Address."
Critical of President-elect
Nixon, Bond said Hubert Humphrey
had a certain warmth for the
black people as opposed to "the
lclness we get from Nixon." He
foresaw a "dreary four years"
under the new administration.
Inevitably, he turned to the question of the Viet Nam war, stating
many Negro men found army life
more attractive than their life In
the slums. When he was asked
later about the "controversial"
war, Bond said sharply, "It's not
controversial.
It's Just wrong.
We ought to get out.
"You know," he said, "thewhole
national dialogue is upside down.
They talk of law—like that of
Mayor Daley; when they say they
understand labor problems, they
mean they know George Meany.
The old coalition (formed to elect
John F. Kennedy) is collapsing. It
used to contain all ethnic groups.
These have generally been reduced. Now there are Just the
black people—and those who hate
them."
So a new coalition must be
built, and this will not be an easy
task, said the 28-year-old Georgian.
"The task falls to the
young.
They have to organize

the unorganized."
Answering questions from a selected panel, and the audience,
Bond said he couldn't comment on
the fact that Nixon received less
than a majority of popular votes
and thus might run into some difficulties carrying out programs.
"Before he was elected, he never
told us what he was planning to do.
He hasn't told us since he was
elected. In fact, we don't have
the least notion what he's going
to do."
He said he had "the utmost
respect" for Rep. Adam Clayton
Powell, as opposed to Sen. Strom
Thurmond, whom he called a "disgraceful and disgusting man." He
said Powell had been treated unfairly when he was expelled from
Congress.
Bond's speech and 'comments
were often Interrupted by applause,
climaxing with two standing ovations.
Concluding his address, he asked a question first raised by Frederic DDUglas 116 years ago: What
happens to a dream deferred?
Does it fester? Or does it explode?
"There's „ song—I think you
all know it. It's about a rainbow; it can be a sign of impending doom. And what happens
to that dream? Like the song
says, 'God gave Noah the rainbow sign. No more water—the
fire next time."

'Not married to any party/
Bond would join new coalition

Dir JUDI
TIT TIT WRIGHT
lUDTPUT
By
Issue Editor
the actions of Humphrey and the
Julian Bond, who gained national degree to which those who want
prominence by being nominated for change work for it and succeed.
vice - president at last summer's
Although he believes reform is
Democratic Convention, is leaving necessary, Bond said "the Demohimself open to Joining a new coa- cratic Party is not capable of relition of liberals dissatisfied with forming Itself In some parts of the
existing party choices.
country." "And there is no unity
"I don't consider myself married
people left of center," he
to any party," he told a press con- among
added. "There Is a tremendous
ference before his appearance here amount of work needed to bring
Friday night. "I'd be willing and them together."
eager to Join another group, deWhen asked if change could be
pending on the ideas and stands It
achieved
by working outside of the
represents."
"system", Bond replied that there
The Georgia state legislator was no escaping the system, "I
said he was "issue oriented," and don't care who you are — anaragainst "people looking to people", chists, fascists, revolutionaries —
for leadership. But he mentioned you're in the system the day you're
Eugene McCarthy, John Gllllgan, born and leave It the day you die."
and Paul O'Dwyer as men whose
For his own part, Bond has been
ideas he was in agreement with.
trvin* to out together an independBond's advice to students interent force in Georgia of "political
ested in political action was to militants," He believes a demo"try to organize people Into pocratic force has never existed In
litical groups and radicalize them."
the state under Governor Lester
He said he believed most campus Maddox.
political movements were in terWhile many persons have been
rible need of reform — even revoadvocating abolition of national conlution — but "none are as bad
ventions In favor of national prias the communities in which they
reside."
maries, Bond favors retaining the
Bond sees Hubert Humphrey as convention system.
the man most singly responsible
A candidate who isn't wealthy
for drawing young people Into the
would have to raise funds to finance
political process over the next two compalgns ~ the national
few years, and said the future of primary and the national election,"
the Democratic Party depends on

BEFORE THE SPEECH—Julian Bond answered
of 1800 in Memorial Hall Friday night.

he said. "We shouia try to improve
the convention system so that the
rank and file of the electorate
is represented at the convention."
On the question of voting patterns, Bond said there is a need
for minority groups to behave as
"political separatists" "Black
people should vote on election day
as though the only question at stake
Is their own Interests."
One memier of the news media
asked Bond's opinion on "things
I've been reading in the BG News
that say America Is corrupt and
sick."
"I'd say they're right," he replied. "When four-fifths of a society condemns the other one-fifth
to poverty, there has to be some
sickness."
Bond has his own idea of theoerfect president. He should have the,
political acumen of Hubert Humphrey, the brains and ideas of Eugene McCarthy, the charisma of
Robert Kennedy, the political knowhow of Lyndon Johnson, and the
money of John Kennedy."
With the characteristics of President - elect Richard Nixon notably absent from the list, Bond was
asked how he viewed the next few
years. "No one is very hopeful,"
he replied. "The best thing we can
hope for Is that all assassination
plots falL"

reporters' questions before addressing a crowd

